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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is a schematic display of the project's schedule activities and the logical
relationships among them?
A. Project schedule network diagram
B. Activity list
C. Project milestone list
D. Gantt chart
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is a common problem when using vibration detection devices for perimeter control?
A. Signal amplitude is affected by weather conditions.
B. They must be buried below the frost line.
C. They are vulnerable to non-adversarial disturbances.
D. They can be defeated by electronic means.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A common problem when using vibration detection devices for perimeter control is false
alarms. For example, someone could lean on the fence and trigger an alarm.
Perimeter Intrusion Detection and Assessment System (PIDAS) is a type of fencing that has
sensors located on the wire mesh and at the base of the fence. It is used to detect if someone
attempts to cut or climb the fence. It has a passive cable vibration sensor that sets off an alarm
if an intrusion is detected.
PIDAS is very sensitive and can cause many false alarms.

Incorrect Answers:
B: Vibration detection devices for perimeter control are not commonly defeated by electronic
means.
Therefore, this answer is incorrect.
C: Signal amplitude being affected by weather conditions is not common problem when using
vibration detection devices for perimeter control. Therefore, this answer is incorrect.
D: It is not true that vibration detection devices for perimeter control must be buried below the
frost line.
Therefore, this answer is incorrect.
References:
Harris, Shon, All In One CISSP Exam Guide, 6th Edition, McGraw-Hill, 2013, p. 487

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two ntatementn are true about OTV? (Choone two.)
A. It nupportn automatic detection of multihoming.
B. It can work over any trannport that can forward IP packetn.
C. It unen a full menh of point-to-multipoint tunneln to prevent head-end replication of
multicant traffic.
D. It relien on flooding to propagate MAC address reachability information.
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
The overlay nature of OTV allown it to work over any trannport an long an thin trannport can
forward IP packetn. Any
optimizationn performed for IP in the trannport will benefit the OTV encapnulated traffic.
An part of the OTV control protocol, automatic detection of multihoming in included. Thin
feature enablen the
multihoming of niten without requiring additional configuration or protocoln
Reference: http://www.cinco.com/c/en/un/productn/collateral/nwitchen/nexun-7000-neriennwitchen/white_paper_c11-574984.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the term assigned to products or services having the same functional use but different
technical characteristics?
A. Scope
B. Quality
C. Specification
D. Grade
Answer: D
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